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Generation of heparin dependent
antibodies
and
clinical
development of HIT are based on 2
different timings. Whilst presence
of antibodies reflects the immune
response, pathogenicity requires
the binding of these antibodies,
mainly IgGs, with enough affinity,
onto the target antigen (HPF4
complexes) bound onto platelets
or other blood cells, including
monocytes
and
endothelium.
Heparin dependent antibodies
then target their deleterious and
activating effect to these cells.
Different conditions are requested
for generation of antibodies,
and for development of the HIT

Figure 1:
Formation of ultra-large,
stoichiometric HPF4
complexes in presence of
heparin: in presence of
a heparin concentration
with an equivalent electronegative content to the
electro-positive charges on
PF4 tetramers, ultra-large
complexes are form, as shown
on the central picture; if PF4
or heparin are in excess, no
complexes can be formed.

clinical complications. Immunostimulation needs the presence of
the antigen, which is formed when
heparin and PF4 concentrations
are in a stoichiometric ratio forming
ultra-large complexes. This occurs
in presence of about 27 IU (about
150 μg) of heparin (specific activity
of about 180 IU/mg for UFH) per
mg of PF4-tetramer (figure 1).

There is a tight interaction between
the electronegative heparin charge,
and the ring of positive charges
exposed on PF4 tetramers. This
binding alters the PF4 structure
and
generates
neo-epitopes

exposed on this protein and can
render it immunogenic. Generated
HPF4 complexes can then bind
heparin-dependent a n t i b o d i e s
when present (Figure 2).

Total amount of PF4 releasable from
blood is in the range of 3-10 μg/ml,
which means that stoichiometric
HP4 complexes are formed in
presence of heparin concentrations
from 0.08 to 0.27 IU/ml, should
all PF4 be released (which can
only occur at “blood coagulation”
sites). In addition, when patients
are treated with heparin (UFH or
LMWH), at the onset of treatment,
there is a boost of PF4 into blood
circulation (PF4 is released from its
“endothelial storage pool”), which

intensity depends on the patient
clinical state (hypercoagulability/
blood activation grade), as shown on
figure 2. In blood circulation, PF4
concentrations can then range from
< 100 ng/ml up to 1,000 ng/ml,
corresponding to required heparin
concentrations in blood circulation
from 0.0027 to 0.027 IU/ml. This
means that even at the onset of
heparin treatment, when the highest
PF4 concentration is present in
blood circulation, immunogenic
complexes are formed in presence

Figure 2 :
At the onset of heparin
therapy, the PF4 mobilizable
pool on endothelial cells is
displaced by heparin, and
high concentrations of PF4
can be released into blood
circulation and can form
multi- molecular ultra-large
HPF4 complexes in presence
of the appropriate heparin
concentration. Endothelial
cell PF4 amount is higher
in vascular diseases, or all
clinical contexts with blood
activation and PF4 release
from platelets, as a complex
with a proteoglycan dimer;
it binds to endothelial cell
glyco-amino-glycans and is
displaced by heparin.

of very low heparin concentrations.
However, at blood activation or
inflammation sites, much higher
PF4 concentrations can be present
in the micro- environment and
can form HPF4 immunogenic
complexes in presence of higher
heparin concentrations. With the
continuation of heparin therapy,
once the PF4 releasable pool has
been mobilized from endothelial
cells, PF4 concentrations return
to much lower values in blood
circulation (< 10 ng/ml), excepted
at
inflammatory
and
blood
activation sites. When heparin is
given through injection, its blood
concentration presents important
variations between 2 injections,
and conditions for stoichiometric
HPF4 complexes formation can
be met in some cases, and this
stimulates the immune system.
When immuno-stimulation occurs,
IgG antibodies are present few days
later (13). However, pathogenicity
can only develop if antibodies bind
to their target antigen with enough
affinity, i. e. if they can react with
HPF4 complexes exposed onto
platelets, or some blood white cells
(monocytes, ...) and endothelial
cells. This condition requires again
the presence of stoichiometric
ultra-large PF4 complexes in blood
circulation, or at pathological sites.

If no complexes are available,
antibodies cannot bind to platelets
and blood cells, and cannot
induce HIT. This condition of a
lack of target antigen for binding
antibodies is rapidly met following
heparin withdrawal, when HIT is
suspected. If complexes are present
in blood circulation, or more
probably in the microenvironment
at pathological sites associated
with inflammation, blood activation
and chemoattraction of platelets
and white blood cells, then
antibodies can bind to these cells,
which expose HPF4 complexes.
They induce then the pathogenic
multifactorial mechanisms:
platelet activation and aggregation,
interaction with leukocytes forming
aggregates, activation of monocytes
and endothelial cells, release of
Tissue Factor (TF), all contributing
to development of thrombosis. n

